[Optimization of exposure conditions for amorphous selenium direct conversion DR-based mammography system].
A new direct-conversion detector for DR mammography has improved the detectability of microcalcifications and masses. Each optimized exposure condition (target/filter combination and tube voltage) was defined through comparison of physical values and visual evaluation on breast specimens using the innovative DR mammography. The contrast-to-noise-ratios (CNRs) of PMMA phantoms of various thicknesses were obtained under a variety of exposure conditions whose average glandular doses (AGDs) were made consistent. Fifty breast specimens were irradiated under these combinations. Visual evaluation was conducted on the images, whose histograms were controlled for consistency. In the phantoms with thicknesses of 20 mm or more, tungsten/rhodium had the highest CNRs of the targets/filters such as molybdenum/molybdenum and molybdenum/rhodium. For visualizing microcalcifications and masses on breast specimens of thicknesses of 35 mm and below, molybdenum/molybdenum was the best. Nevertheless, to obtain better image quality, molybdenum/rhodium was superior for 35-55 mm thickness, and tungsten/rhodium was superior for 55 mm and above under the same AGD, enabling accurate and efficient diagnosis. The study showed that the exposure conditions differ for obtaining the highest CNR using phantoms and those under which breast specimen images allow the most accurate and efficient diagnosis. In addition, image evaluations of the breast specimens allowed optimization of exposure conditions that are closer to those of the actual diagnosis using mammography.